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The Theory of Social Responsibility in the Media in the Light of
Islamic Media
Abstract:
The research in this study has been concentrated and in-depth on studying the theory
of Social Responsibility in the media from point view. of the Islamic Media. In order
to identify the timing and justifications of the evolution of the theory, its philosophy,
development, as well as the main theoretical goals for which organizers sought to
achieve. In addition, the study aimed to investigate whether there is a role of Zionism
or not in the evolution of this theory or other preceding media theories. It also
attempts to compare aspects from the philosophy of the theory with its counterparts
from the philosophy of Islamic Media.
The design of the study has been to investigate the theory starting from the time of its
evolution in the middle of the 20th century – particularly 1947 – when the committee
of Freedom of Information had its meeting in the USA and decided that, the media
shall take into account its social responsibilities especially after the evolution of
telecommunication theory. Due to the fact that Islam is the base for the Islamic
Media, all of the temporal boundaries in this study start when the mission of the
prophet started until the date of conducting this research. As for the spatial and human
boundaries, the study shall be for all places and all races.
The study aimed at identifying a theory from the Western Media theories in order to
know the extent to which this theory is similar or different from the basis on which
the Islamic Media has been established, as well as, the study attempts to reach a
decision that is based on strong foundations regarding the matter of transferring any of
the western or eastern theories of media and its philosophies from cognitive
perspective that could be different from the Islamic one on which the Islamic media
and its philosophy have been established. In addition, the study aims to identify the
systems and perspectives that govern the work of the social responsibility theory in
the media along with its counterparts in the work of the philosophy of Islamic media
through the recognition of the features that distinguish the Islamic Media.
The study depended on both, descriptive and comparative approaches. In addition to
the indicative reading for Quranic Verses and prophetic sayings (Ahadith).
Examination of some of these verses and sayings has been taken after reading old and
new books and resources related to the topic of this study and Islamic Media.
The study suggested terminological definitions for social responsibility, media, and
Islamic media. It also reached the conclusion of the impossibility of transferring any
of the visions that have been stipulated by the philosophy of social responsibility and
its vision of media in general to the Islamic perspective, as a result, it becomes a part
from the Islamic media philosophy which should be adopted by Muslims. This is
because of the shortages of this philosophy as it is based on notions that are
incompatible with the Islamic notions on which the idea of Islamic media is based,
mainly the dropping of the life of Akhera (Afterlife) from its accounts.
Certain ways and methods that have been used by the mentioned theory and
philosophy could be beneficial in order to improve the performance of media. Among
these methods, the new pattern of the ownership of media which is the pattern of
public non-governmental ownership, especially concerning the electronic media. In
addition to the benefits stemming from the mechanisms of commitment that have
been invented by the theory and philosophy such as, press councils, media unions,
work constitutions, internal critics, and external critics.

The study concluded that, the disadvantages of this theory and philosophy are less
than the disadvantages of the preceding theories which are: Freedom,
Authoritarianism, and Socialism. Among the conclusions is, the necessity of having
theories that shall govern media patters despite of having racial hallmarks of Zionism
in the evolution of the social responsibility theory as well as other media theories.
The researcher suggested a number of recommendations including the importance of
scientific and objective criticism when evaluating the intellectuality of the theories
and philosophies of the media before issuing the judgment. Besides, the importance
for the Islamic media to benefit from its advantages and to avoid its disadvantages. He
called the researchers to carry out further researches and studies on Islamic media and
its role in clarifying the philosophy of positivist media He also suggested to codify
and establish a comprehensive, independent theory to be based on the philosophy of
Islamic Media due to its features and comprehensive advantages.
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